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Abstract
TITIK ANDARWATI. C1305542. Simonâ€™s Motivation in Solving His Problems as the Victim of a Broken Family as
Reflected in Fineâ€™s Flour Babies. Thesis: English Department. Faculty of Letters and Fine Arts. Sebelas Maret
University. This thesis analyzed Simon Martinâ€™s motivation in solving his problems as the victim of a broken family.
Simon was a 14 year old adolescent who was angry inside that it gave effect to his behavior. He became one of the students
of class 4C which was a class for the underachievers and those who had behavioral problems. His father walked away when
he was only six weeks old. There were disappointed moments and events that he had to experience because of his
fatherâ€™s absent. Once, he got a project from his school as the contribution to the schoolâ€™s Science Fair. It was flour
babies â€“ sacks of flour that had to be treated as a real baby. It taught the students about the responsibility and being
parents. The project made Simon opened the years wound rooted on his fatherâ€™s absent. During the period of caring the
flour baby, he found the reasons why his father walked for good. He finally got the answer and started to understand his
fatherâ€™s decision. It made him able to continue his life without a burden he had inside. This research employed
psychological approach to answer the problem statements. In this research, the source of the data was the novel Flour
Babies by Anne Fine. The data in this analysis could be grouped into two categories: the primary (which were the narrations
and dialogues between the characters and also the monologues that described the characteristics of the character, Simon
Martin) and the secondary data (which consisted of several criticism and articles about the novel and the author that gave
relevant information to the analysis). The problems that became the main concern of this research were to know what
motivated Simon Martin to solve his problem and how did he solve his problems. The objectives if this research were to
describe Simon Martinâ€™s motivation and to describe his ways in solving the problems. After conducting the analysis by
using Abraham Maslowâ€™s theory of Human Motivation, the researcher found that there were some needs that were not
able to be fulfilled which, then, became the motivations in Simonâ€™s life. These needs, especially the deep desire of being
protected (Safety Needs), being loved (Love and Belongingness Needs), and being proud and appreciated (Self Esteem
Needs) encouraged Simon to finish his problems and continued his life. On the other hand, the fact that Simon was in an
adolescence period also influenced him to solve his problems as the victim of a broken family.
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However, there are ways to solve family problems and restore peace to the dynamic. Life is too short to waste time bogged down with negativity
towards the people you love. How you approach the family member and what you say can make a big difference.Â Ignoring the problem while it festers will probably
only make it worse in the long run as the coldness grows between you. Itâ€™s better to express how you feel, but choose the right time and way to do so. For
example, it may be a bad idea to bring up a family problem at the Thanksgiving dinner table. Avoid drinking before having a tough family conversation. Alcohol can fuel
emotions in a lot of people, even when used in moderation, and thatâ€™s usually not the best thing when trying to have a difficult family conversation. 4.

